Economic Development Committee Minutes
April 9, 2014

The meeting started at 5:31
A quorum was established
Present: Trustees, Brust Kraus and Reid
Chamber Members, Acker, Hansen and Zwemke

Trustee Kraus motioned to accept the minutes Second by Trustee Kraus ALL Ayes.

No citizen comments

The web-site Economic Development segment was the topic of discussion. Issues such as current population, occupations and economics etc. need to be addressed and changed. Copy for this segment will possibly be handled by Mr. Acker. Trustee Brust will acquire more pertinent information from the long form census taken in 2010. Trustee Reid will get the previous web-site committee work from Mr. Acker and we will assimilate a mock up for the committee. We agreed that we will probably need to meet a bit more often and Mr. Reid suggested using the Police Department meeting room because it is already set up for visuals. We will also be working on the update for the balance of information needed to complete the new web-site; zoning, services, planning, etc.

Trustee Brust presented a draft survey for use on Survey Monkey to be sent out to the business people that we have e-mail addresses for contact. The cost will be about $200.00 and Chamber Director Hansen will re-format the survey for comment boxes and rating of importance columns.

There was not report on potential new business
There was no report on the recent Expo or the forthcoming Downtown Street Event

Trustee Reid made the motion to adjourn, Second from Trustee Kraus All Ayes

Meeting adjourned at 6:30 PM
George E. Brust
George E. Brust Chairman Economic Development Committee.